GENERAL SECTION VERTICAL

Object: STANDARD DETAIL
System: airtec stone
Page: L2-0210

Client: -
Materials: NATURAL STONE

Drawn by: jc / sha
Date: 27.03.2017
Scale: 1:2.5

Stones
- AT-mineral wool
- T-profile 40/50
- airtec stone element
- clip, fixed

Connections
- solid wall
- Thermostop + fixing ref. to static
- AT-mineral wool
- T-profile 40/50
- airtec stone element
- clip, adjustable
- adjusting screw
- ceramic point
- fixing rail
- wall angle G
- substructure rivet

The chosen form of presentation as well as printing and transmission technology may include small deviations of the scales. The on-site connections are of the outside firms own responsibility according to the guidelines of the VOB/DIN. The drawn connections from us serve only to complete the plans.